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“When we take man as be is, we
make him worse; but when we
take man as if be were already
wbat he should be, ire promote
him to what he can be.”
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Krupp*s Empire
y^LFRED KRUPP, controller of a
£200 million industrial empire,
is no ordinary twentieth century
capitalist.
Although these days his workers
are well cared for and are reputed
to be the most loyal in the world,
during and before the last World
War, Krupp was among the largest
individual employers of slave labour
in modem times.
The Americans sentenced him to
12 years imprisonment for war
crimes committed by the Krupp
firm—Britain refused to take part in
the trial—and in common with other
large German industrialists Krupp
was ordered to sell “a major part of
his steel and coal holdings” under
the Allied ‘deconcentration laws’.
Last January the five-year period
granted for the sale expired, and the
mixed German-Allied commission
appointed to study the Krupp case
granted him another year’s exten
sion. Now a further year has been
given by the commission who also
report to the allies th at:
“ . . . it is useless trying to enforce
the sale”.
The commission recommends that
Krupp be allowed to keep his coal
mines and steel mills.
It was obvious from the start that
the powerful Krupp would get round
the order to sell. His plea has been
that he could not find a buyer
abroad or in Germany for his hold
ings. Shortage of money is certainly
not the reason, and the socialists in
Germany have pointed out that their
Government is having no trouble
selling up State-owned industry. It
seems that capitalists have a greater
sense of international solidarity than

the men they employ!
Quite apart from the influence
Krupp wields in important places
(and the vast sums probably being
paid in bribes), few foreign buyers
are prepared to risk the possible
effects on production which might
be caused by antagonisms emanating
from the German people, particu
larly Krupp employees (of which
there are 80,000), should large
chunks of the massive empire be
purchased by foreign capital.
The Krupp interests also extend
to shipbuilding, aircraft and mach
inery of all types. Krupp has said
publicly that he will never make
arms again, a pledge not to be taken
seriously. West Germany is part of
the Western Defence bloc, and there
may come a time soon when German
arms production is considered neces
sary “for the defence of freedom and
democracy”, assuming Germany her
self is not again the next enemy.
In the meantime Britain (basic
ally uneasy about German economic
competition) is content to see Ger
man industrialists producing domes
tic and ‘peaceful’ goods, like ships
and aircraft, because Britain can
supply all the arms that Germany
needs at this stage.
Germany has in fact deposited
here £42 million for the purchase of
British arms, and may be the first
buyer of the top secret artillery
rocket made by English Electric.
It is not outside the bounds of
possibility that it will be returned
some time in the future with greater
speed than it will take to ship it
across the North Sea and with an
‘enemy’ label on it; it has happened
before with armaments!
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V V /E L L over two thousand years ago,
Aristotle considered man as an
animal, albeit a special one whose nature
it was to live in a polls. Thomas Aquinas
paraphrased him by describing man as
"animal sociale et politicum, in raultitudine vivens”. But Christianity had in
tervened, and men believed that they had
been created in the image of God and
were really quite different from other
animals. The practice o f preaching to
birds and beasts was considered an aber
ration in Francis o f Assisi, even if it
were a charming one. The Dom inicans
were not influenced by their greatest
member’s philosophical remarks, nor
were the Franciscans by their founder’s
behaviour, to preach the Word o f G od to
animals.
Today, after a century of fam iliarity
with evolutionary theory, we have little
excuse for being unaware o f man’s an
cestry, even if w e still credit him with
an immortal soul or its modern equiva
lent, a unique brain. In school indeed
we find ourselves classed with the apes
and monkeys; in spite o f such an admis
sion, however, we do not like to be
reminded o f our animal nature and only
reconcile ourselves to it by calling our
order Primates —the Top Animals. Snobs
even in zoology. Only the Chinese have
admitted a Top Animal to their pantheon
by having a monkey-god. Christians to
day mostly accept evolution, but they
still consider man to be unique.
Even when religious considerations are
not applied, a clear division is maintained
between animals and men (by men). The
Abbd Coignard, who objected to the
Declaration o f the Rights o f Man be
cause o f “the excessive and unfair
separation it establishes between man
and the gorilla”, has not had much of
a follow ing. Perhaps it is just as well;
otherwise w e might hear Beasts o f
England at the summer conferences in
stead o f The R ed Flag or Land o f Hope

and Glory.
W e are all humanists today, and many
of us are very chauvinistic about i t
Those who do bother about the rights of
animals tend to fall into false or senti
mental attitudes— “dear doggies” and
“our dumb friends” and so on (if only
they were dum b!). Unnecessary cruelty
to animals we deplore, not because it is
cruelty to animals but because it is un
necessary. Experiments useful to men
that involve the suffering o f animals are
regulated, but are opposed only by
cranks (as slavery and the subjection o f
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women used to be); the same is true of
the slaughter of animals for food. Men
with odd colours and odd cultures are
regarded as members o f the human
family more than ever before; some
rights are even conceded to the most
primitive stone-age aborigines. The twin
influences of Christianity and humanism
have made mankind more self-conscious
than it has been at any other time in
history. But there are still times when
we compare men to animals: when they
behave particularly badly.
The best way of seeing this is to
examine some of the words we use.
“Man’s inhumanity to man” is a mild
example. In the Oxford Dictionary you
can find Dryden’s “The inhuman sword”
and Swift’s “The beastly vice o f drinking
to excess”. Who else uses swords but
men? H ow many beasts have you ever
seen drunk? Such usage can be found
in every book and newspaper, in the con
versation of everyone. Did Chingis
Khan kill twenty million people? Did
Cromwell massacre the citizens o f D rog
heda? Did we drop atom-bombs on
Japan? Did the Nazis murder six mil
lion Jews? D id the Russians storm
Budapest? Did Christie strangle six
women? These actions are inhuman,
brutal, beastly, bestial or abominable
(which is com m only but incorrectly de
rived from homo, the Latin for man,
instead of omen). The people who per
petrated them are animals, beasts, brutes.
D id you ever hear o f animals o f the
same species preying on each other for
fun or out of conviction? It-c a n be
argued that murder is an inevitable in
strument of nature in this harsh world,
but men seldom kill each other for food
or survival. The only m otive they seem
to share with other animals is that of
sexual lu st The horrors of slavery, op
pression, persecution and war are peculiar
to men. The relationship o f ants to their
aphids is more like that o f Hindus to
their cows than that o f Southern gentle
m en to their negroes. The m ost blasi
ecologist would be shocked to find an

animal community like South Africa.
Auschwitz is inconceivable outside the
species homo sapiens. And beside the
human game of war the jungle is a
kindergarten.
The corruption of the best, said Aris
totle, is the worst. “Lilies that fester . . . ”
etc. That is how we like to look at it.
Man is the lord o f creation or the fittest
animal to survive so far (according to
taste), but regrettably retains features
reminiscent of the lower animals; these
become dominant when he forgets his
humanity. This attitude assumes that
our real nature is “humane” and that we
only cease to be so by relinquishing
something of ourselves. But it is diffi
cult to discover when we have not been
corrupt, not been festered. Unless we
wish to postulate a G olden Age of in
nocence before a Fall, we must recognise
that while we may be the toughest, clever
est, most intelligent, perceptive and al
together most skilful o f animals, we have
som e extremely unpleasant characteris
tics. If we could live “in a state of
nature”, it would be more like that of
Hobbes than of Rousseau or Genesis.
There is no point trying to excuse our
selves by claiming we inherited these
characteristics from our non-U ancestors.
We are the first generation in the evo
lutionary process to display them so
prominently. W e have begun to ack
nowledge that our “flesh” is as much part
of us as our “spirit”. We should also
understand that we are if anything more
“brutal” and “bestial” than the brute
beasts who don’t know any better.
Animals who have no moral sense cannot
be blamed for their worst actions; men
. who pride themselves on their knowledge
of good and evil have an enormous res
ponsibility. The men who thought up
and carried out the Final Solution o f the
Jewish Question were mostly such hor
ribly ordinary people. Nothing, in fact,
is more specifically human than socalled inhumanity. Leave the poor
animals out of it.
N.W.
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A Discussion of Henry Milter*]
'J

A R T A N D O U T R A G E , Henry M iller, Lawrence Durrell \u
Perles, A Correspondence. Putnam , 10s. 6d.
'
TpH IS book consists of a series o f letters
between Lawrence Durrell and
Alfred Perles, a discussion begun as a
means o f introducing Henry Miller’s
work to the English reader. In the mid
dle of the correspondence Henry Miller
himself joins in.

ently so, as long as society is taboo-rfl
and authoritarian. In earlier i
art sprang from the ritual of
this seems to be impossible once tjJi
tion has passed a certain stage. <
9
certain level has been reached art!
society are at war.

Unfortunately Miller’s art has so
effectively outraged the “Anglo-Saxon”
reader that his most important books are
not published in this country, or allowed
to be imported. He is known mainly
for some works on travel and some
essays.

It is difficult to judge from the CO
whether “ the whole structure” w g j
must “topple” or “be razed"
material civilisation in which we livej
the body o f ideas and beliefs whichB
this civilisation its support and justiS
tion. Perhaps it is immaterial, sincu
the ideas go the civilisation bascB^
them also crumbles. Undoubtedly f
whole way of life is based on falsityl
cruelty. There seems little possinij
of reforming it.
Henry Miller looks back to Thol
and Whitman, as well as still fun
back to the Taoist teachers, and hra
doubtedly belongs to that part®
American tradition, the traditions
philosophical-mystical individualism*
is encouraging to find this tradition!
flourishing in the modern world, ws
seems in some ways so much ■
hostile to it than the America of a f
tury ago.

This attempt, by means o f a series o f
letters, to put “the totality o f his work
into perspective” seems too diffuse to me.
It is interesting, but too imprecise. It
will be of more interest, I think, to
people who already know a lot about
Henry Miller, than to those who know
little about him.
Henry Miller has progressed from a
modern Villon to a modern Chuangtse.
He has no ambition to reform the world.
“I certainly do not hope to a lter' the
world. Perhaps I can put it best by
saying that I hope to alter m y own vision
of the world. I want to be more and
more myself, ridiculous as that may
sound.”
Yet further on he says,
“But this business of youth—rebellion,
longing for freedom— and the business
of vision are two very cardinal points in
m y orientation. At sixty-six I am more
rebellious than I was at sixteen. N ow
I know the whole structure must topple,
must be razed. N ow I am positive that
youth is right— or the child in its inno
cence. N othing less will do, will satisfy.
The only purpose of knowledge must be
certitude, and this certitude must be
established through purity, through inno
cence. . . . ”
Must art always be outrage? Appar-
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Is Anarchism Authoritarian l
(C ontinued from previous issue)
T HA VE to adm it that as an anarchoindividualist I reject organisation as
being authoritarian. Life has its own
inner dynamism, which tends to grow, to
be expressed, to be lived. Any thwarting
of this tendency, of this growth is a per
version, and the energy which should be
directed towards life undergoes a process
of decomposition.
T o organise life is to give the indivi
dual some precepts of behaviour and
conduct he m ust follow. There is no
place for freedom ; or, to put it another
way, there is a tendency to curtail free
dom. And it is freedom on which we
put the emphasis. We can not imagine
the full realization of individuality with
out freedom, “positive freedom ”, which
implies the principle that “there is no
higher pow ertthan this unique, individual
self; that m an is the centre and purpose
of his life; that the growth and realisa
tion of m an’s individuality is an end that
can never be subordinated to purposes
which are supposed to have greater
dignity”.
Som e anarchists w ill not be pleased
with m y extreme individualism and m y
interpretation o f organisation, and as
good socialists they will advance the
idea that in the future socialist society
the organisation will be anti-authoritar
ian and an anarchistic one. This line o f
thought is just like the Christian’s, in its
description o f the future where the souls
will enjoy a blissful existence. This kind
o f existence ha9 no appeal to me,
because 1 will n o longer be in existence.
In the same way the anarchist society has
no value to me, because 1 will not be
there to judge; the world o f shadows
will be silent, the executioner will be
alone, and 1 will not be there.
The prophesies are always subtle and
elevated, pure and moralistic. They
never touch this dirty life, and their
value is not now, but in the indefinite
future. T he difference 'between the
prophecy and the reality is that the first
is grey and im m obile, fixed somewhere
in the future, whereas the second is in
the present, green and full of life. Or
as Camus says, ‘T h e aims, the prophecies
are generous and universal, and the doc
trine is restrictive; the reduction o f every
value to historical terms leads to the
direct consequences”— namely, justifica
tion o f enslavement and humiliation, a
rejection o f m an’s dignity, and the nega
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tion of that most important and sublime
thing, Freedom.
Well, the argument will be that life is
impossible without organisation, and
there must be organisation or some sub
stitute for it. My answer is that here
and now between people as individuals
or different groups there is the link of
spontaneous activity which does not
adopt patterns suggested from outside.
Spontaneous activity is free activity of
the self, and implies psychologically what
the latin root of the word means—
“sponte” ; of one’s free will. By activity
we do not mean just doing something,
but the quality of creating; activity which
can operate in one’s emotional, intellect
ual and sensuous experiences and in one’s
will as well. One premise for spontaniety is the acceptance of personality as
a whole and the elimination of the divi
sion between “reason” and “nature”, for
only if m an does not repress essential
parts of his self, only if he has become
transparent to himself, and only if the
different spheres of his life have reached
a fundamental integration is spontaneous
activity possible”.
Other activities, which lay stress on
abstract entities such as organisation,
society! ideas, etc., channel the indivi
dual’s energies into aims and purposes
which he believes to be his own, but
which are in fact against him, they de
personalize him, make him subservient
to the ideals, im aginations or inventions
o f that activity. In fact, future society
is built on the negation o f m y ow n “1”,
m y own personality or individuality; or,
as som e anarchists love to say, on the
voluntary curtailing o f m y own freedom.
It is easy to comprehend that the

Leg Textes
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FR EE D O M BOO KSH OP
at 3s. for a s e t o f six,
all differen t w ith en velopes.
*sayings b y H erzen , T urgot, La B ru yere,
M au passan t,
P asternak
and
M at
Kavanagh.

emergence o f such a society is the sub
mergence o f m y individuality, and we
are once more back in an authoritarian
-society. W e are deluded by our dreams,
and astonished to see that our “free
society” resembles a cemetery. But we
still cry for the future, for the future
generation.
But let us not speak in terms o f the
future or o f finality, where social and
personal problem s are solved by som e
magical virtue. “Finalities”, as Emma
Goldman said, “are for gbds and gov
ernment, not for human intellect.” W hile
it may be true that Herbert Spencer’s
form ulation on liberty is the m ost im
portant on the subject as a political basis
of society, at -the sam e tim e life is som e
thing more than form ulae. “In the
battle for freedom ,” as Ibsen has so w ell
pointed out, “it is the struggle for, not
so much the attainm ent of, liberty that
develops a ll that is strongest, sturdiest
and finest in human character.”
Anarchism is not however, just a pro
cess that marches on with sombre steps,
touching all that is positive and construc
tive in organic development. It is a
conspicuous protest o f the m ost militant
type. It is so absolutely uncompromis
ing, insistent, and permeating a force
as to overcom e the most stubborn assault
and to withstand the criticism o f those
w ho really constitute the last trumpets
o f a decaying age.
Even if on som e points I disagree with
what E. G oldm an said, I accept her and
Ibsen’s view that the battle for freedom
is the important thing; not only that, but
it is a true anti-authoritarian attitude,
rather than the battle for the- U topian
conception of finalities. In other words,
instead o f fighting for finalities, that is
for the so-called free or socialist society,
it is much better for anarchists if they
try to preserve the true anti-authoritarian
spirit and fight here and now for affirma
tion and enlargement o f our freedom and
individual integrity. Finalities appear to
be adequate ground for escapism, and
good weapons for authoritarians to
justify the means they em ploy for the
realization of their organization or
efficiency.
There are a few more points which I
think are o f som e importance in under
standing the authoritarian tendency in
anarchism. T hey are respectively con
science and duty. W e often hear people
assert em phatically that anarchism is

He has never allowed himself ta i
come in any way involved in a cal
George Orwell found him indiffere™
the civil war and revolution in S T
His stand during the Second W orld!
was a simple repudiation of the wB
business, without any special desira
convert others to his point of v *
Orwell says. Since movements g e n e s
fail, this position may well be the w n
in the long run. It is certainly c lo s e s
Taoism or Zen than to the tra d in g
European attitude, which m ig h ty
described as a “joining” one, the w j
enter general Reeling that he
up with some party, church or f o r e s
som e kind, that it is obligatory to ■
port som e cause and have a label, f l
M iller’s feeling of being attracted!
Eastern ways o f thought is easy to u n d B
stand from this point o f view.
“Where the writing is concerned, I
nothing consciously. I followed
nose. I blew with every wind. I ace®
ted every influence, good or bad. !vB
intention, was there— as I said, m e r ^ ^
to write. Or, to be a writer, m ore ju su M
Well, I’ve been it. N o w 1 just w a n t T
to be. Remember, I beg you, that thfl
infinitive is ’transitive’ in Chinese. An<J
I am nothing if not Chinese.”
A r t h u r W. U l o t h .*

im possible, and they declare it utopian I
on the basis o f conscience. But what
impresses me is the anarchist appealing
to conscience and its corollary, duty. In
such an appeal we feel an authoritarian
tendency, and more observation will
show this to be right. N ow I will put
forward som e ideas, not necessarily
original, to clear the way to a better
understanding.
The first thing I want to speak about
is “conscience”. It seems to me that
this conscience the anarchists talk about
is something needed to achieve Utopia.
In many cases such a conscience is
directly inherited from our Christian
parents or Christian environment. In
other cases it is Marxist in particular and
Socialist in general. That means: “N ot
because members o f the proletariat are
gods, but simply because they have been
reduced to the m ost abjectly inhuman
conditions. Only the proletrait, totally
excluded from the affirmation o f their
personality, are capable o f realizing the
com plete affirmation o f self”. When the
proletariat realize the affirmation of self
and become conscious as a result of
som e fundam ental econom ic change or
som e powerful current idea, then the
social revolution will be realized. Ob
viously this kind o f consciousness does
not belong ,to the present time, so we
will leave it alone.
The conscience the anarchists want us
to have for judging our dead is not in
the future, but in the present. And it
means to m e that it is this particular
conscience that Eric Fromm is referring
to when he writes “Analysis shows that
conscience rules with a harshness as great
as external authorities, and furthermore
that frequently the contents o f the
orders issued by m an’s conscience are
ultim ately not governed by demands of
the individual self but by social demands
which have assumed the dignity o f ethical
norms. The rulership o f conscience can
be harsher than the external authorities,
since the individual feels its order to be
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lie Church is concerned. We cannot
help feeling that this is the thin end
of the wedge, and that in giving his
blessing to the rhythm method the
N A *«.HIIT
late pope made a cardinal mistake.
By abstaining from sexual inter
No. 50. December 12,1959 course during the period of maxi
mum fertility in the woman’s men
strual cycle, and presumably chanc
ing one’s luck during the “infertile”
period, the participants are engag
ing in sexual intercourse for the
purpose of pleasure, love or by
whatever name one calls the banned
word, not for the purpose of pro
creation, which, until only very
^***wi«l (mm p. 1
recently, was the R.C. Church’s only
JP number of people—that is geno justification for this otherwise dis
me not birth-control—we heartily gusting, humiliating, obscene act. In
T ee with them that if population so doing the Church has recognised
[tstrips food supplies then we must a distinction between sexual inter
I to it that we produce more food. course for the ends of procreation,
■ are equally delighted to learn and intercourse for the pleasure the
I t if such an event arose “Catho- participants derive therefrom. Is
S | eo prepared to dedicate them- their line of defence that there must
Jkds to the task of increasing the be a balance between procreation
K supply”.
and pleasure for the latter to be
liVell, what are they waiting for? moral? If so, by what authority,
j r e we are in 1959 arguing about by what standards of morals?
Siat will happen to the world’s
★
'pulation in the year 2,000 when
■•know, and the United Nations’ B u l . to return to the Bishops!
Clearly it is more important for
T r t s have already told us, that at
J half of the world’s present them in the long term to maintain
Kulation is living in conditions of their hold on the flock than to overxvation or on diets insufficient to water their spiritual wine in seeking
jintain health! What pronounce- immediate political successes. This
Tnts have the Catholic Bishops they can confidently leave to their
Tde about the millions of tons of politicians. And Mr. Kennedy is
Idstuffs rotting in improvised obviously neither so naive nor in
ires in the United States, or of the experienced to be unable to cope
'Merriment’s “soil bank” whereby —
liners are subsidised to keep parts
(their land out of production?
that moral strictures have the Bishpassed on their faithful among
i industrialists and the financiers
Jho have been industrialising the
forld at the expense of its agriculA T the Labour Party’s “rethinking”
Ye, because it is more profitable?
conference at Blackpool, Mr. Gait-

Teedom
w i i i i t

Politics,
(shops & Birth
Control

with his political enemies within the
party, as the following extract from
a N.Y. Times reports shows:
Long before the Bishops issued their
statement, he had felt it would be a
"mistake” for the U.S. to advocate birth
control in other countries. Such action
by the U.S. would undoubtedly be con
sidered “objectionable” by such countries.
It would be the "greatest psychological
mistake for us to appear to advocate the
limitation of the black or brown or
yellow peoples whose population is in
creasing no faster than in the United
States”. If he were President and the
question came before him in the form
of legislation or as a recommendation
he said, “I would base my determination
. . . on my personal judgment as President
as to what would be in the interest of
the United States. If it became the law
of the land I would uphold it as the law
of the land.”

What a master-stroke his remark
that after all why should the Ameri
cans tell the people of Asia and
Africa to control their population
when in fact it was not increasing at
a faster rate than in the United
States! And what an important
statistic, too often overlooked by
those Americans who spend sleepless
nights worrying about the fate of the
rest of mankind in the year 2,000!
★
ANARCHISTS have been among
the pioneers of birth-control in
all countries,t but not as a solution
to “problems” of population or
poverty, but in the first place for
providing couples with the know
ledge of how to avoid unwanted

pregnancies; secondly, of combating
the church’s view on sex that its
primary purpose was procreation,
and that any pleasure involved was
exclusively reserved for the male
(hence the officially recognised
brothels in most Catholic countries);
thirdly, because sex is one of the
major symbols of real freedom and
equality between the sexes.
For these very reasons birth-con
trol has never been advocated by
governments. For political, econo
mic or military reasons they encour
age or discourage large families.
Thus birth-control is a greater crime
in secular France than in a Catholic
Italy, and prolific motherhood both
in Communist Russia and de Gaullist France is prized and financially
rewarded. In Britain some Parlia
mentarians have been talking of the
need to impose a tax on parents
with large families (why not in fact
adopt the proposal of another M.P.
who suggested keeping down the
dog population by subjecting them
to Purchase Tax irrespective of
whether they were sold or not?)
The interest now showji in birthcontrol “in other countries” is less a
concern with the fate of generations
yet unborn than with the “yellow,
brown and black menace” to white
supremacy in the world.
★
B Y all means educate the world
on birth-control, and make
available the means by which this

knowledge can be implemented. But
this will not stop some people
having, because they enjoy having,
large families. Birth-control—vol
untary birth-control that is—will
undoubtedly slow down the world
population increase. But it will not
solve the food problem which has
been with us for a very long time.
It is simply that we must produce
more food by putting more land
under cultivation and using our
scientific knowledge and modern
technology to increase the produc
tivity of the land.
Food production is not a paying
proposition for the industrialist and
the financier. Producing motor-cars
and missiles is. For the hungry mil
lions it’s the other way round and
surely it is time their view prevailed.
tFor our American readers caught up
in the political controversy over birtn
control, it may be of interest to know
that more than half a century ago
Emma Goldman gave her first lecture
on birth control in New York, and in
her Living My Life she reminds her
readers that:

“ Neither my birth-control discussion nor Mar
garet Sanger's efforts were pioneer work. T he
trail was biased in the United States by the
grand old fighter Moses Harman, his daughter
Lilian, Ezra Heywood, Dr. Foote and his son
E. C. Walker, and their collaborators of a pre
vious generation, Ida Craddock, one of the
bravest champions of women's emancipation,
had paid the supreme sacrifice. Hounded by
Comstock and faced with a five-year sentence,
she had taken her own life. She and the
M oses Harman group were the pioneers and
heroes of the battle for free motherhood, for the
right of the child to be bom well.*'

In fact, how slowly we progress if we
bother to relate our puny efforts to all
the spade-work that has been done
before our time!

PEOPLE A N D ID EA S:

ORIGINS OF THE W ELFARE STA TE

skell described the. Welfare State as

rHE Bishops’ denunciation and “another Labour achievement” adding
■ criticism has had political re- that “Unfortunately gratitude is not a
Ecussions only because one of the reliable political asset”. But should we
lost favoured Democratic candi- be grateful? Conservative and Liberal
politicians would hasten to deny that
ates for Presidential nomination, Labour
created the Welfare State, and
enator John Kennedy, is a fervent would point
to the basic legislation of
ratholic, and we can only presume the Libera] government before the first
A at since his religion has not so far world war, and to the fact that all parties
pbeen considered a liability in a in the coalition government in the second
/country in which Catholics are still world war supported the Beveridge pro
fa minority, supporters of rival candi posals. Anarchists on the other hand
d ates within his own party are using would respond with a variety of attitudes.
rthe issue to tiy and force him into Some would admit the advantages of the
social services, and piously regret that
the position of saying that in a clash the
State runs them, some would adopt
between his Church and the State he the middle-class attitude of taking the
would be on the side of his Church. mickey out of welfare, and others would
As a good Catholic politician he adopt the critical position based on
must know that the Pope does not statistical analysis of who pays in and
make such black and white demands who draws out, which was discussed in a
on the faithful-in-high-govemmental- pungent and entertaining series (The Wel
positions. The Pope knows his fare State and I) in Freedom a few years
place in the game of politics, espec ago.
But what do we mean by the Welfare
ially in a predominantly Protestant
Social Welfare can exist without
country*. Obviously he is much State?
State. States can (and frequently do)
more interested in seeing a Catholic the
exist without undertaking responsibility
President of the United States, than for social welfare. Every kind of human
a might-have-been with principles! association may be said to constitute a
The Bishops, it is true, started all welfare society: Trade Unions, Christmas
the trouble and as a writer in the Clubs, Churches and teen-age gangs—all
N.Y. Times (Nov. 30) put it “are of which presumably aim at mutual bene
following their mission as they see fit, comfort and security—may be con
it, regardless of the effect on the sidered as aspects of social welfare. The
Presidential Campaign”. But are State, on the other hand is a form of
organisation which differs from ail
they? Their power and influence social
the rest in two respects, firstly that it
outside the Church depends on the Claims
the allegiance of the whole popu
numerical strength and discipline of lation, and secondly that it has coercive
their flock, a concern not only of the power to enforce that allegiance.
Bishops but of Trades Union leaders
Association for mutual welfare is as
as well. The only difference be old as humanity itself, it is biological in
tween them is that the Bishops show origin. Kropotkin, whose Mutual Aid
more understanding, and show more chronicles this innate human tendency,
intelligence and their ambition is describes, not the strengthening, but the
destruction of the social institutions
“made of sterner stuff”.
which embodied il, with the growth of
★
the modern nation-state from the fifteenth
T H E Bishops in their statement century
onwards;
also emphasized that the
“For the next three centuries the
church’s opposition to “artificial States, both on the continent and in these
birth prevention within the married islands, systematically weeded out all in
state” was unchangeable. Conti stitutions in which the mutual-aid ten
dency had formerly found its expression.
nence or the “rhythm method”— The
village communities were bereft of
love-making by the female calendar their folkmotcs, their courts and inde
—for those miserable creatures who pendent administrationf their lands were
cannot abstain—are the only ’'mor confiscated. The guilds were spoliated
possessions and liberties, and
ally acceptable" methods of birth- of theirunder
the control, the fancy, and
control so far as the Roman Catho- placed
the bribery of the State’s official. The
*In fact the Catholic Church is the largest
religious denomination in the United
States. According to the Official Catho
lic Directory there were 26,718,343
catholics in the U.S. The Baptists were
next with less than 16 million.

cities were divested of their sovereignly,
and the very springs of their inner life—
the folkmote, the elected justices and
their administration, the sovereign parish
and the sovereign guild—were annihi
lated; the State’s functionary took pos
session of every link of what was for

merly an organic whole . . . It was taught
in the Universities and from the pulpit
that the institutions in which men former
ly used to embody their needs of mutual
support could not be tolerated in a
properly organised State; that the State
alone could represent the bonds of union
between its subjects; that federalism and
‘particularism’ were the enemies of pro
gress, and the State was the only proper
initiator of further development.”
That this is not an extreme view can
be seen from the history of pauperism
in this country. In the Middle Ages,
such cases of destitution as occurred
were relieved without recourse to State
action. Gild members who fell into
poverty were assisted by the fraternity,
whose interest extended to the widows
and orphans of deceased brethren.
“Monastic charity was exercised towards
all who needed it, and many great lords
and great ecclesiastics kept open house
to all comers. Hospitals and lazar-houses
existed for the sick.”

★

■

VVTITH the passing of the Middle Ages,
figj and the establishment of a firm
nation-state by the Tudors, it was charac
teristic that the first State legislation on
poverty was that beggars should be
whipped and the second was that they
should be branded, and that the essence
of the Poor Law, from its codifi
cation in 1601 to its amendment in 1834
and its ultimate disappearance in our
own time, was punitive.
We may thus conclude that there is an
essential paradox in the fact that the
State whose essential characteristic is
that of the policeman and the soldier,
should have become the administrator
and organiser of social welfare. The
connection in fact between welfare and
warfare, is very close. Until late in the
19th century the State conducted its wars
with professional soldiers and merce
naries, but the increasing scale of wars
forced states to pay more and more at
tention to the physical quality of recruits,
and the discovery that so large a pro
portion of the eligible cannon-fodder was
physically unfit (a discovery which the
State made afresh with each war of the
last seventy years) has led the'State to
take measures for improving the physical
health of the nation. Professor Titmuss
remarks that “It was the South African
War, not one of the notable wars in
human history to change the affairs of
men, that touched off the personal health
movement which eventually led to the
National Health Service in 1948” (War

and Social Policy).
With the extension of warfare to the
civilian population, the need to maintain
morale by the formulation of “peace
aims”, and the general feeling of guilt
over past social injustices and of reso
lution for the future, which war engen

new outbreak of cholera. Meanwhile,
though the State merely feared the city
mob, individuals sought to penetrate the
lower depths of the 18th and 19th century
towns and alleviate their horrors. From
the concern over the conditions of special
groups at the very minimum conditions
of human existence—John Howard and
Elizabeth Fry working in the prisons and
asylums—to the urge to improve the
situation of occupational groups—Lord
Shaftesbury and Robert Owen seeking to
improvo factory conditions and end the
slave labour of orphan children (the
wards of the State), then to the inves
tigation and alleviation of the conditions
of whole social classes and finally the
organisation of voluntary societies to
transform the whole urban environment
—The Town & Country Planning As
sociation for example, or the Smoke
Abatement Society— there is a continuous
history of pioneering effort by individuals
and voluntary associations, followed by
official recognition and legislative action.
It is in fact almost a tradition in this
country for the work o f unofficial
pioneers to be the precursor o f action by
the State. Voluntary Hospitals, Sick
Clubs, Threepenny
Doctors, Coffin
Clubs, Friendly Societies of all sorts
were testimonies to the infinite variety
of organisations for mutual aid and sup
port whose functions have been absorbed
by National Insurance.
Some of the critics of the Welfare
State—usually those who are under the
impression that it is a device in which
the middle class subsidises the working
class, (whereas if we are to believe the
contemporary school of investigators
represented by Messrs. Titmuss, AbelSmith, Martin and Vaizey the opposite
is true)—some of these critics seek to
reverse this trend. Mr. Colin Clark in
Welfare and Taxation actually recom
mends that the social services be “de
nationalised"—the residue of their func
tions being put into the hands of
Churches, local friendly societies and
voluntary organisations.
The Condition of Man,
This kind of suggestion is in harmony
“contrary to popular belief, is no be
with an anarchist approach, because of
lated product of 19th century democracy;
its anti-statism, but it is hardly put for
centralised authority was now belatedly
ward from an anarchist point o f view;
taking up the work that had been neglec
it is simply an expression of the dogmas
ted with the wiping out of municipal
freedom in the greater part of Europe.’’ of laissez-faire liberalism. But it implies
a problem of strategy for anarchists.
Should our ‘line’ be to advocate “de
Y E T another factor also resulting from
nationalisation” and voluntarisation of
the industrial revolution, is urbanis social welfare, along with Mr. Clark, or
ation. The herding together of masses should we agree with those who see the
of people in the early industrial towns
future development o f social welfare in
and cities led to the most appallingly in
this country to lie in making its bene
sanitary conditions, and the consequent
fits more “free” : in the abandonment of
spread of contagious diseases, which the “insurance” basis, which is simply a
were no respectors of persons, striking form of regressive taxation, and in the
down the slum dwellers and property general direction of the “divorce o f in
owners alike. The growth of public come from production” which Galbraith
health legislation and building regulations
sees as the logical corollary of an affluent
in the 19th century was hastened by each society?

ders, the concern over physical health
extended to wider fields of social well
being. Again Titmuss remarks (Essays
on 'The Welfare State’) that the “war
time trend towards universalising public
provision for certain basic needs j ! .
“means in effect that a social system
must be so organised as to enable all
citizens (and not only soldiers) to learn
what to make of their lives in peace
time. In this context, the Education Act
of 1944 becomes intelligible; so does the
Beveridge Report of 1942 and the
National Insurance, Family Allowances
and National Service Acts. All these
measures of social policy were in part an
expression of the needs of war-time
strategy to fuse and unify the conditions
of life of civilians and non-civilians
alike.”
His sardonic conclusion is that “The
aims and content of social policy, both
in peace and war, are thus determined—
at least to a substantial extent—by how
far the co-operation of the masses is es
sential to the successful prosecution of
war.”
This “co-operation of the masses” in a
different respect is another factor lead
ing to the development of the Welfare
State. The industrial revolution brought
with it the need for a minimum of tech
nical skill and knowledge amongst all
but the lowest grades of factory workers,
and there consequently arose a new skill
ed artisan class who could read and
write and figure, learning at Dame
schools, Mechanics Institutes, charitable
schools or those of rival religious deno
minations. When, in spite of the punitive
activities of the State under the Com
bination Acts, this class developed trade
unions and friendly societies for mutual
aid and protection, it demanded in turn,
political representation, and though the
Chartist demand for ‘manhood suffrage’
failed, the extension of the franchise be
came inevitable, and with it (since “we
must educate our masters”) the Education
Act of 1870. But universal popular edu
cation, as Lewis Mumford observes in
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Dr. Young’s Meritocracy
THE RISE OF THE MERITO
CRACY by Michael Young
(London: Thames & Hudson*
1 5 s ., New York: Random
House, $ 3 .5 0 ) .
'"pH IS anti-utopia, cast as a socio-history
* of the years 1870-2033, projects the
likely course of British society—barring
war, siege, unmanagable population
growth, and assuming only the accelera
tion of evident trends by stiffening inter
national economic competition. Britain
becomes a meritocracy: she is ruled by
an intellectual elite impartially raised
from all classes of the population by
accurate and continuous testing. Mobil
ity. even within a single lifespan, is made
strictly conditional on merit—IQ plus
Effort. The result is a permanent redis
tribution of intelligence between social
classes, the ironic terminus of the social
ist vision of a society fully open to
talent.
Britain survives American and RussoChinese competition through a drastic
ally more efficient exploitation of her
intellectual resources, achieved by com
pleting the series of reforms begun by
the establishment of competitive entry
to the Civil Service and including the
Education Acts of 1870. 1902, 1918 and
1944. Such techniques as a “learning
wage”, to be paid directly to students,
are adopted. Nepotism, privilege, even
seniority, are eliminated •in all employ
ments; the wealthy and select Public
schools are ingeniously brought to heel
and integrated with the Grammar

schools. The waste of superior intellect
is reduced from roughly 40% in 1924,
to 5.2% in 2020. Correspondingly, the
annual productivity increment rises to
around 61%. Parliament and partisan
politics retain familiar appearances,
while real power passes to the Civil
Service and to a revived, merit-based
House of Lords. The detail of all these
changes is plausibly and amusingly given,
from the viewpoint of a product and
defender of the system.
The second part of the book deals with
the formation of a new helot class of
test-rejects, the decline of the traditional
manual classes, and closes with the sug
gestion that the accumulated resentments
of certain minorities—wives and daugh
ters of higher technicians, relics of mili
tant Labour, the unwillingly declassed,
might seriously threaten the equilibrium
of the new system. This is the only touch
of piety in the account. The Populists,
as the opposition calls itself, present a
menu of mild reforms—increase in the
school-leaving age, establishment of com
mon secondary high schools, and so on.
The plain inutility of the proposed re
forms reinforces Dr. Young’s estimate
of the programmatic weakness of the
egalitarians in the British Left. The book
ends in uncertainty. In this section the
level of invention is more uneven, but
the treatment of automation is imagin
ative and convincing.
The immediate polemical application
of the book, of course, is to the educa
tional policies of the Labour Party,
which favour a comprehensive system of

Is Anarchism Authoritarian!
Continued from p. 2
his own; how can he rebel against him
self?” It is clear that the behaviour of
this internationalization of the external
social demand, perceived as the super
ego is authoritarian, and even the per
sonal proletarian conscience will behave
in an authoritarian way. To affirm my
self against my conscience is to become
a aimer. To be a sinner is to act against
all kinds of authority—be it anarchist,
socialist, or libertarian. In this sense,
sin is the first act of freedom. As an
gn^rchp-individualist then, I defy con
science.
Related to conscience, but an even
more controversial question is “duty”.
For the anarchists, every action seems to
be perceived in terms of duty: duty to
produce offspring is the purpose and des
tiny of the individual: duty to fight for
the positive aspects of life, which for the
anarchist is abstract goodness, or social
goodness: duty to wife, sons, daughters,
grandparents, the past generation and the
future generation, duty to spread his
ideals, etc. All this enslaves a man, and
his freedom is only an assumption. Duty,
whether the anarchist likes it or not, has
never been and^pever will be anything
else but authoritarian To make it
clearer 1 will quote John Badcock:
“Obedience, self-sacrifice, unqualified
and absolute is the essense of duty . . .
The most effective appeal for submission
to authority is the appeal to duty,
whether it be political, social, maternal,
filial or other specks of duty for the
whole of religious and moral society has
agreed that those who do their duty are
sanctified and elevated above all others.
But the attraction of the religious and
moral sanction, whether the sanctions
come by way of the priest or public
opinion or the conscience, proves that
the dutiful people are as fundamentally
egoistic as (be brute creation, and shows
their altruistic contention to be lies—not
wilful lies necessarily, but necessarily lies
for all that,”
The vague way in which the appeal to
duty is made, and the unquestioning
saintly way in which the dutiful actions
are performed in response, smack of
superstition, and show where the weak
spot in human nature it to be found.
A traveller on the lookout for ugns of
native superstitions in a far country
would be guided by those actions which
the natives carried out as a duty. A be
liever in duty, or one who is deeply sus
ceptible to the feeling of obligation is
easily enslaved with his own consent.
The believer in duty is prey for power.
He will either be enslaved by the crafty
or by what he calls his conscience. Hit
freedom is a very limited freedom at
best. Circumstances change, but he dare
not take advantage of the tide, which
taken at the flood would have carried
him on to fortune and pleasures new.
When at a propitious time tabooed
pleasures offer themselves to him, he is
afraid. His duty to Mrs. Grundy or
Mrs. Jones, to the dead hand, to his
religion, or to some principle, binds him.
He lives within walls which he dare not
scaie.

In place of duty, 1 put nothing. Super
stition does not need to be replaced, or
we shall never advance to freedom. So
long as the superstitition, that there is a
duty or an obligation by which conduct
should be regulated has a hold over the
minds of men and women, those people
will be incapable of appreciating the full
value of living, and their powers will go
to waste while they grovel in the altruis
tic mire of self-denial. Only when that
superstition has been abandoned is the
mind really emancipated. Only then is
the individual free to rise to the highest
bliss of which his or her nature is
capable.
Ali I baVe said and quoted induces me
to think that society, community, duty,
conscience, principles have no meaning
to a person who does not care about
posterity, that is, to a person who does
not silence the call of life by giving it
some substitute, or postpone its realiza
tion to some distant, unknown future.
As an anarcho-individualist I empha
size that life and freedom have their
value here and now: not tomorrow, not
in the future, but in the present; I em
phasize that the fullest extent to which
a person lives his life the nearer he is
to the normal, or what some anarchists
call sanity; that moralization is a fear
to confront the demands of life, its satis
factions and pleasures. It is a covering
face, an escapist attitude. I emphasize
that organisations are built on sacrifice
and hope for the future, and therefore
a denial of the present; that Utopia re
presents the opposite of our frustrations
and repressions and mental defects, and
compensates us for our self-denial; that
the world of shadows is silence, and
there is no jheed or place there for jus
tice, freedom, emancipation, or a class
less society.
For anarchism to be anti-authoritarian
it has to be against any kind of organ
isation or Utopian manifestation. Power
corrupts, say the anarchists; and because
organisation is power, it also corrupts.
Organisation does not promote indivi
duality or personal integrity—on the
contrary unity, efficiency, patterns of
behaviour, conventional morality. May
be from an anarchist point of view it
does not command, but it docs impose,
because cohesion is not an individual ego,
but an organisational ego, and the
former has to be modified according to
the Utter.
it is not an accident that anarchists
stress organisation instead of individual
ity. It Is also true that many famous
anarchists have carried the organisational
emphasis to iu logical conclusion, and
have become openly authoritarian. One
may mention a few of them: Fr. Mort*
seny, G. Oliver, Peter & Sophia Kropotkin, etc.
In conclusion I will say that anarchism
is authoritarian if its followers preach or
follow the line of organisation. It is
anti-authoritarian if its followers are in
dividualistic. In other words the only
solution to the authoritarian trend in
anarchism is anarcho-individualism.
J.G .

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

secondary education on the American
model, a postponement of the tests given
to all children at 11 by which they are
radically sorted out according to IQ.
Dr. Young suggests that these proposals
are condemned because they conflict with
the economic necessity of recognizing
and giving early cultivation to excep
tional children, and more importantly
because they conflict with social assimila
tion, the tedious acquisition of the right
accent and manner, which must also
begin early. The result of the last gene
ral election in Britain is not conclusive
on the popularity of these particular
proposals, but they did not help Labour
much in one class where they might have
been expected to—in the 18-30 age
group. Dr. Young’s pessimism extends
further: he predicts the failure of ex
perimental comprehensive schools, as at
Leicester, established in Labour enclaves,
due to an inescapable internal adaptation
to Grammar standards.
n p H E American edition of this book is
A advertised also as a warning to the
United States, but it’s 'difficult to make
sense of this. Our popular hostility to
intellect, our racial, religious and ethnic
barriers, our habits of patronage and
publicity, together with an acknowledged
margin for waste, make ample obstacles
to what is at best a mild impulse. It is
true that many scientific and technologi
cal occupations have been opened up,
and there is perhaps some ground for
fearing the coalescence of a Scientific
Estate, but this is clearly a different
danger.
There is one persistent question which
affects the general plausibility of Dr.
Young’s forecast. Could a true 61ite
of the intelligent successfully constitute
a ruling class? In practice could it be
anything but a coalition of proximate
intelligence-strata, restive in all its middle
and lower ranks, full of destructive
antagonism? Dr. Young dwells on the
psychological condition of the subject
classes, and postulates the need for a
compensatory Mythos of Muscularity for
them. But the question of morale ought
to be even more acute in a finely-divided
ruling class. In institutions as they are
presently ordered, it is possible to sustain
an irrational sense of personal worth
despite low or middling rank, and to keep
alive dreams of ascent: but in merito
cracy all props to self-esteem are pulled,
relations with superiors are reduced to
hopeless envy, with inferiors to con
tempt. Probably some conviction of the
inequality of placement is necessary to
the functioning of all hierarchical
organizations. This consideration implies
that there might be a natural check to
the consolidation of meritocracy any
where.
America still lacks a solid and argu
able anticipation of its own future. The
radical redistribution of intelligence be
tween social classes—which, as noted

ANARCHISTS WELCOME
IKE IN ROME
President Eisenhawer had a damp wel
come when he arrived in Rome last week
on the first leg of his 22,300 mile “peace”
tour of 11 nations. Few Romans braved
the downpour to line the streets.
According to the News Chronicles
Rome Correspondent the only “minor
excitements” came when leaflets were
tossed into the road by neo-Fascists,
warning Eisenhower against sell-out to
the Russians. But, he adds:
‘T here were anarchist leaflets, too,
wishing a plague on both houses. ‘Down
with Marxism and pluto-democracy’ they
said.”
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FRANCISCO
D ear Comrades,
In his article on Francisco Ferrer, P.H.
writes that before Ferrer went to live
in Paris he “had been active organising
anarchist and anarcho-syndicalist period
icals” in Spain. I would like to know
what evidence P.H. has for this state-

N A R C O T IC S

FERRER

ment. Voltairine de Cleyre, in h e i
on Ferrer, says that he was’ a repuM
when he went to Paris. William AA
in his biography confirms that and 3
“There is no doubt that during the]
ten years of his life in Paris . . . Ft
was closely connected with S p an ish ^
lutionary republican party, and was hi
in its councils.” Both agree that itv
after his arrival in Paris that Ferrer®
to question the validity of political 1
lution.

A
5 -

To the Editors o f F reedom.
D ear C omrades,
Nicholas Teape asks for evidence con
cerning the relative effects of different
drugs in substantiation of what I have
stated in a talk on the social implications
of narcotics, which was later printed in
F reedom. I can give him a list of refer
ences if he has a mind for research, but
I’m afraid he would not lo able to look
them up in a public library. He would
have to have access to specialist libraries
attached to relevant research institutions.
However, he can find more superficial
information elsewhere. For instance,
C. H. Rolphe writes on the topic of nar
cotics in the United States in the current
N ew Statesman, though from a sociologi
cal point of view, and seems somewhat
pharmacologically naive about the differ
ence between m arihuana and heroin. A
better recent study is that of William
Sparks in The N ew Leader, July 6th,
1959. But best of all, let him get hold
of de Ropp’s Drugs and the M ind, pub
lished by Gollancz.
' I have not overstated the case in any
respect, as anyone who has the patience
to find out for himself will see. Myths
about drugs and their social use die
hard, and are often repeated by many
people in positions of authority who are
quite certain that every right-thinking
person knows all the facts.
Yours,
London, Nov. 29.
T ony G ibson.

P.H. also gives the impression j 1
Ferrer was executed for alleged cony
city in the assassination of Alfonso
I think that it should be made clear 1
Ferrer was acquitted of this chargej
released from Prison in 1907. Hi§|
arrested again in 1909 and accuses
instigating the July rebellion in BaJ
Iona. Tried before a military courff
trumped-up evidence he was
‘guilty’ and then legally m urdered|^
Yours fraternally, I

above, should be a m inor tendency with
us—can in any case have little conse
quence where there is only fitful class
feeling at the bottom and middle of
society, and where there are no acknow
ledged class-organs. The slow subtrac
tion of talent from m anual occupations
and commerce might produce a fallingoff in the rate of small business incor
porations, but could not conceivably
change the tangible quality of life.
Civil, productive, and private routines
are conducted increasingly by easy-tofollow Instructions. And, on inspection,
the occupation of .the bottom and middle
of society, as they are presently circum
stanced, seem like nothing more than a
collective machinery for trivializing the
force of free intelligence.
The American corporate order, its
ruling seats filled by selection-throughcunning, subsidizes and absorbs as much
compliant intelligence as it needs, ensures
the safety of its candidates through tests
of political and psychological security,
and acts continually to dissolve the last
connections between trained intelligence
and the desire for willed social change.
Only fully disciplined or sated intellects
rise from consultation into participation.
We may wish this were a fiction, but it
is not.

MEETINGS AN
ANNOUNCEM ENT]

TN the class-society of Britain, Dr.
A Michael Young’s egalitarians meet a
circuitous defeat because their reforms
{ail to encompass a system which exer
cises an irrational demand for profes
sional intelligence, because they fail to
encompass the institutions of what C.
Wright Mills calls the “overdeveloped
society” : this is a defeat due to an in
complete vision of change. In America
the material obstacles to deliberate radi
cal change are almost complete, and wo
are damned by the absence of any dis
interested vision of change at all, and by
the subsequent association of reason
able men with the rationalizations of
Power, which, taken together, promise
waste, mindless increase, and the threatj
of universal death.
Under what conditions does natural
excellence serve the species, and not rise
into a hostile and dangerous agency?
A humane answer can only be elaborated
out of libertarian devices—the division
of labour in time, the mixture of species
of work, territorial contraction of
authority and rotation in office, new
engines of democratic initiative and
appeal, competition in excellence and
benefit. Is there any course open to
egalitarians other than beginning at once,
outside politics, with serious demonstra
tions in work, education, and leisure of
the possibilities of a free and reason

able life?
New York.

N orman R ush .

br b o K w Pri«iton. London, L I.

London> Dec. 6.

S. E. P ar^

t Wi

The Hungarian Secret PolicJ
In his review of A Study in In ft
by George Mikes, Fulvius suggest!!
the author isn’t sure of the right in,ifl
for the Hungarian secret police-® ^
or A VO. In fact, as is explained d
21, the Allam-W delmi Osxtdly (=?S|
Security Department) or AVO
the Allam-W delmi Hatdsag ( = S
Security Authority) o r AVH in Sepfl
ber, 1948, as a m ark of its in c r e ji
importance in the regime. Confusioi®
the names after then was due only tea
fact that ‘AVO’ had become the a c c j
expression; compare our use of the vn
‘W aaf’ after the W AAF had become!
W RAF.
KVJ

L O N D O N A N A R C H IS T
G R O U P and M A L A T E ST A
D E B A T IN G S O C IE T Y

:
"

Meetings now held at
The W hite Bear (Lounge Bar)
Lisle Street, W.C.2. (Leicester Square)]
Every Sunday, 7.30 p.m.
DEC. 13.
INCEST.

A rthur U loth on

DEC. 20.—D ebate on m otion:
“T hat B.B.C. English is corrupting the
English Language”.
DEC. 27—N o Meeting

EAST LONDON D EBA TING
COM PETITION
(Round One)
Dec. 20th, 7.15 p.m. at
“White Bear”, Lisle Street, W.C.2.
London Anarchist G roup will propose
the motion “That B.B.C. English is
corrupting the English Language”.

‘ C O M IN G

OUT*

PARTY

for D avid B ell
Saturday, December 19th at 7.30 p.m.
at 5 Caledonian Road, N .l. (basement)
Entertainment.
Refreshments
Admission 2 /-
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